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Enterprise Service Skill (ESS) and Virtual Voice Assistant (VVA) modules are part of CallVU’s powerful Digital Engagement 
platform. The platform enables organizations to provide their customers with advanced omni-journey services, using Visual 
Assistance technology alongside the company’s app, website, call center and branch. ESS enables voice assistance devices 
such as Amazon’s Echo or Alexa to assist with complex and multi-step customer service tasks. VVA visually enriches the user’s 
everyday experience so that information, service and tasks are made far more achievable and enjoyable. 

Enterprise Service Skills (ESS)
The new era of Voice Assistance allows us to control the world around us by using natural speech. The ability to play music, 
have a question answered or turn on a light are now all achievable by speech, but what about changing a flight or transferring 
money? ESS makes this inter-connection with internal customer processes. By requesting Alexa to “connect to my bank” for 
example, for the purpose of authenticating or performing complex customer processes, the ESS transmits this request to 
activate tasks within the company’s internal system.

The integration of CallVU’s ESS for virtual voice assistance allow for seamless workflow processes to be designed and created. 

Key technology features include:
• Advanced process scripting - The enterprise user has access to graphic scripting tools which support complex multi-step 

business processes.
• No need to code in order to develop a skill, all done graphically by the business user.
• Real time intent recognition of caller commands. No need for a dedicated bot.
• Contextual recognition powered by machine learning algorithms to enable natural and intuitive conversations.
• Enterprise API - To secure connection of online customer data and actions.
• Omni-journey process continuity and Omni-channel scripting - Alexa can be used, for example, to remind a customer to 

complete a form that was started on-line or with an agent in a collaboration session.
• Real-time contact-center-grade analytics.

Multi-step Process Builder
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The far majority of customer caller enquiries are in relation 
to obtaining information; such as account histories, store 
information (be it opening hours or product specials), check 
hotel availability or internet roaming package options. 
CallVU’s Visual Voice Assistant enables customers to seek out 

this information, efficiently and effectively, in self-service.  
Using natural speech, callers are directed to the exact visual 
display they require in order to obtain the information they 
need.

1. Display

"Can you show 
me premium 
rooms available?"

Visual Voice Assistant (VVA)
VVA essentially adds visuals to augment voice prompts and responses. The Visual Voice Assistant, blends the home or office-
based Voice Assistant (VA) device with the user’s personal mobile device, whereby users can access audio information in 
concert with a visual representation. As customers request information from their VA device, their mobile device enriches the 
experience by exchanging visual data, both in the context of sourcing information and providing information.

Qualitatively improving the customer service experience, there are almost limitless scenarios that would benefit from CallVU’s 
Visual Voice Assistance. In a financial environment, customers could vocally request to see their account history and then be 
shown a list of recent transactions on their mobile phone. In the process of resolving an insurance claim, customers could 
request a status update and then provide any missing documentation by uploading a document scanned by their phone. 
In advance to boarding a flight, customers can view airline seating arrangement and then make their selection based on the 
available options.

“Optimize your voice assistance services for a wide variety 
of situational contexts via CallVU’s Visual Voice Assistant”
The combination of natural language voice recognition afforded by voice assistant devices with the visual display functions of 
a mobile device, means that any issue no matter the complexity, can be resolved in moments.
We have identified three use cases for the application of CallVU’s Visual Voice Assistant.
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The ability for customers to easily talk with the device, hands-
free and exchange visual information greatly increases 
purchase opportunities and heightened conversion rates. 
CallVU’s Visual Voice Assistant module can provide visual 
displays of product offerings, exhibit marketing campaigns 

or promotional offerings. Furthermore, the ability to 
exchange visual information throughout the duration of the 
session enables customers to sign and submit forms in real 
time, significantly supporting the expediency and efficiency 
of the customer purchase decision.

3. Sell

"What new 
roaming 
packages are 
available?"

2. Resolve

"OK, show me 
where I need 

to sign"

Combining the convenience of the internet with the direct 
interaction of the branch, CallVU adapts voice assistant 
technology to provide a high level of support to customers 
by utilizing visual displays. The module utilizes built-in 
features that include:

• Seamless Integration with CallVU digital Visual IVR 

• Natural Language Processing technology adapted 
from CallVU’s Conversational IVR

• Remote signature, photo and document display 
capability.

This unique combination of technological features enables 
callers to progress their customer issue to completion. 
Users are able to complete financial transactions, submit 
an insurance claim or fill out a mortgage application form. 
During a Visual Voice Assistance session, customers can 
exchange rich media, web pages and a wide variety of data 
with the device.
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Seamless Integration with a Live Agent
In situations where a customer wants to escalate their 
enquiry from the voice assistant device, a smooth and 
seamless connection can be made with a live agent using 
CallVU’s Collaboration and Content Sharing module.
 
The Collaboration and Content Sharing module elevates 
the customer-agent interaction to a virtually-based, 
branch-like experience. The effectiveness of the module is 
due to its comprehensive variety of features that include 

bi-directional video chat, remote photo and signature 
submission, website co-browsing and rich document 
display. Highly accessible, a request for support can be 
initiated by the customer via the digital IVR or offered 
by the agent during a live call. The interaction can then 
seamlessly take place over any device, be it smart phone, 
tablet or desktop.
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How to Contact
Email: info@callvu.com | Website: callvu.com
US: +1(646)5064915 | UK: +44(20)38073952

CallVU is a leader in digital transformation, turning 
every customer interaction into a digital engagement

CallVU addresses the business need of diverting calling 
customers to digital self-service. The Digital Engagement 
Platform reduces the call volume placed on contact centers, 
ensures higher usage of digital assets and offers an enhanced 
customer experience. 

CallVU’s advanced Digital Engagement Platform comprises a 
range of various solutions that seek to enhance operational 
efficiency and the technical savvy of our clients. Each of our 

product solutions blend rich digital and interactive media 
with web, voice and social channels.

CallVU’s technology supports leading global organizations 
in the financial, insurance and telecom sectors to maximize 
the value of their digital assets while improving operational 
efficiency. CallVU has operations in the United-States, the UK 
and Israel. The company was selected as “Cool Vendor in CRM 
and Customer Support, 2016” by Gartner and was named 
one of the “20 Most Promising Digital Experience Solution 
Providers in 2017” by CIO Magazine. 

CallVU Ltd. shall bear no responsibility or liability to a client or to any person or entity with respect to liability, loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by any 
CallVU product. This includes, but is not limited to, any interruption of service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or consequential damage resulting from the use or operation of 
any CallVU products. Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part of CallVU Ltd. The systems described in this 
document are furnished under a license agreement or non-disclosure agreement.
All information included in this document, such as text, graphics, photos, logos and images, is the exclusive property of CallVU Ltd. and protected by international copyright laws. 
Permission is granted to view and photocopy (or print) materials from this document for personal, non-commercial use only. Any other copying, distribution, retransmission or 
modification of the information in this document, whether in electronic or hard copy form, without the express prior written permission of CallVU Ltd., is strictly prohibited. In the event 
of any permitted copying, redistribution or publication of copyrighted material, no changes in, or deletion of, author attribution, trademark legend or copyright notice shall be made. 

All contents of this document are: Copyright © 2017 CallVU Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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